WITHDRAW from First National & Continental Banks

Both banks provide loans to South Africa and to corporations there. The loans help a system that pays blacks one-sixth of white wages, denies blacks all political rights, and confines blacks to ghettos like Soweto and to poor rural reserves. Those who protest - from Steve Biko to thousands of unnamed strikers and students - are jailed and killed.

If you don't want your money to support apartheid--
--Withdraw your account on March 21 (or as soon as possible).
--Tell your bank why you're withdrawing.
--Tell us, too, so we'll know how many people we've reached and can publicize the figure. If we may use your name, we'd like to.

Chicago Coalition on Southern Africa, 22 E. Van Buren, Chicago 427-4351
Clergy and Laity Concerned, 542 S. Dearborn, Chicago 922-8234
In memory of Sharpeville MARCH 21, 1960

On this date, South African police killed and wounded hundreds of non-violent demonstrators.

DEMONSTRATE AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA & HER FINANCIAL SUPPORTERS

11:30 First National Bank [Dearborn & Madison]
2:30 Continental Bank [Clark & Jackson]

MARCH 21, 1978

Chicago Coalition on Southern Africa, 22 E. Van Buren, Chicago 427-4351
Clergy and Laity Concerned, 542 S. Dearborn, Chicago 922-8234